
SUPPLIERS AND BUYERS 

Supplier Reps & Chef Buyers 
 

The Most Important Relationship 

Keeping these two in the clearest communication is 

of paramount importance, as a missed call or 

misunderstanding can be very expensive for either 

party. We’ve fixed the problem. 

At ChefsNetwork we believe that how these two 

“sides of the buying fence” communicate needed 

special attention. It makes no sense to let 

“transactional communications” get lost in email along 

with everything else. With millions of dollars in 

wholesale procurement at stake annually for most 

busy restaurants, we created a custom social 

messaging hub just for this purpose. 

  

“I simply cant wait to communicate with my 

chef clients through this network, no more 

“missed calls” and lost emails that can get 

me stuck with extra product. This level of 

specialized communication is essential for 

our business to move forward. Many 

kitchens are in basements with poor cell 

coverage, but wi-fi is everywhere, so this is a 

must have!!!”         - BC Fish Company 

 

The important relationship between a buyer and seller of food cannot be underestimated. They 

exchange tens of thousands of dollars weekly, and clear communication is essential! 
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Chefs and  Sales Reps can now: 

 Communicate in real time 

 Separate business contacts from personal 

 Share files 

 Request specific products 

 Optimize the sales process 

 Negotiate pricing 

 Source new product 

 Cross promote 

   Rolodex and Messaging Hub: 

 Your representatives can load all their clients 

into a single contact list that will shorten the 

communication chain, and conversations can be 

tracked and notifications issued to ensure better 

time management and fewer mistakes. 

 Chefs have all their supplier contacts in a short 

contact list that is accessible from their mobile 

device, placing short term ad-ons and new 

product needs in very close reach. 

 Clear and fast communication can make or 

break this business; suppliers deal with perisha-

ble goods, and restaurant business levels can 

be unpredictable at best. 

“In a busy kitchen small returns often get over looked, I 

don’t always have time to track down my rep, and I cant 

always afford someone at the door to reject things as 

they come in. I need to trust my vendors, but sometimes 

mistakes are made, and here I can drop a quick 

message to my rep and have a record of it so I will  not 

forget to get my credit...be sure of it!” 

        -Chef  Alain Restainer, Orlando 

Testimonials 

“This level of access will allow me to 

easily quote seafood from 3 vendors 

each morning, and get the best product 

in on time ,at the best price. Chefs often 

settle for the performance of their cur-

rent vendors, comparative shopping 

simply takes time that I don’t have. With 

3 to 9 thousand a week in seafood  

purchases, options are something I 

need...and badly.” Carter Ellis, Seattle 

  - Chef Bob Axenfeld 


